Coalition to protest utility’s rate plan
By Dennis Travits

In an attempt to treat a proposed rate plan that would increase the monthly bills for gas customers in Iowa, the Iowa Gas Conservation-Labor Energy Coalition and the Iowa Gas Conservation Association have filed a complaint with the Iowa Public Utility Commission. The rate hike proposed by the power companies was introduced in January, following a 44-month study on the future needs of gas consumption. The companies are seeking a 13 percent increase, which would raise the bill by approximately $44.20 for a consumer who uses average gas consumption.

The rate hike is supposed to include the cost of providing new services for consumers. These services include the following: - The cost of providing natural gas services in areas where there is no existing gas service, - The cost of providing new gas service in areas where the current gas service is inadequate, - The cost of providing new gas service in areas where the current gas service is inadequate, and - The cost of providing new gas service in areas where the current gas service is inadequate.

However, the Iowa Gas Conservation-Labor Energy Coalition and the Iowa Gas Conservation Association believe that the rate hike is not justified. They believe that the proposed rate plan is not necessary and that it will result in higher utility costs for consumers.

The coalition will continue to fight against the rate hike and will provide information to consumers about the proposed rate plan. They encourage consumers to contact their representatives in the legislature to express their concerns about the rate hike and to support the coalition's efforts to stop the rate hike.

Making waves
By Mark Leonard

City Manager PaulOrden was given the go-ahead Monday night by the City Council to proceed with the construction of a new sewage treatment plant.

The City Council voted unanimously to proceed with the construction of the new sewage treatment plant, which is expected to cost approximately $44 million. The plant will be built on the east side of the city, near the current sewage treatment plant.

The new plant will be built near the current sewage treatment plant, which is expected to cost approximately $44 million. The plant will be built on the east side of the city, near the current sewage treatment plant.

Cranston: Cranes build-up destroys economy
By Tom Brenner

The Iowa City Planning Board on Tuesday approved a rezoning request for a new crane building in the city. The new crane building is expected to be completed in 1984 and will create 100 new jobs.

The rezoning request was approved by a vote of 5-0. The city council will hold a public hearing on the rezoning request at a later date.

City to seek land for new sewage plant
By Tom Brenner

The Iowa City Planning Board on Tuesday approved a rezoning request for a new sewage treatment plant in the city. The new sewage treatment plant is expected to cost approximately $44 million and will be built on the east side of the city.

The city council will hold a public hearing on the rezoning request at a later date.

Arms budget is assailed as 'flimflam'
WASHINGDON, DC - A group of Democratic senators has introduced a resolution to cut the military budget and redirect the money to social programs. The senators believe that the current arms race is not necessary and that the money spent on arms would be better spent on programs that would benefit the American people.

The resolution was introduced by Sens. Edward Kennedy, Joseph Biden, and Gary Hart. The senators believe that the current arms race is not necessary and that the money spent on arms would be better spent on programs that would benefit the American people.

The senators hope that their resolution will be considered by the Senate and that it will lead to a decrease in the military budget and an increase in social programs.
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Official: Junior Olympics to inject $1.2 million into the local economy

By John Tinsman

The American Athletic Union Junior Olympic (AO) team that will be based at the UI campus in 1985 will bring an estimated $1.2 million into the local economy, said University of Iowa President Calvin Hultman, R., Red Oak.

The AO team, which will compete in eight events, will be the first such team to be based at the UI campus.

"The AO team is a significant event for the UI campus," said Hultman. "The team will bring an estimated $1.2 million into the local economy, which is a significant contribution to the local economy."
Hope is restored in a new Nicaragua

By Mark Browne

W hen the 1979 revolution in Nicaragua ended the rule of the dictator Somoza, the country was plunged into chaos and violence. The war between the government and its enemies left many streets littered with bodies, and the economy was devastated. The people of Nicaragua were left feeling hopeless and without a future.

But with the help of international aid and support, the country has been able to rebuild. The government has worked to provide education and healthcare to its citizens, and the economy has begun to recover. Today, Nicaragua is no longer a place of war and destruction, but a place of hope and opportunity.

The attraversovisión of this new Nicaragua is truly remarkable. The country has made great strides in the past few years, and the future looks bright for its people. The government has worked to promote peace and stability, and the country is now a place where people can live in safety and security.

The people of Nicaragua have shown a great deal of resilience in the face of adversity. They have worked hard to build a better future for themselves and their country, and the results are evident in the changes that have taken place.

In conclusion, the attraversovisión of a new Nicaragua is truly inspiring. The country has come a long way since the revolution of 1979, and there is no doubt that it will continue to make progress in the years to come. The people of Nicaragua are stronger than ever, and they are determined to build a better future for themselves and their country.
Hope is restored in a new Nicaragua

By Mark Swenson

WHY GO to Nicaragua? Quite simple, we heard their question answered. The people of the country are friendly, hospitable, and welcoming. Despite the relative political turmoil, there have been marked improvements in recent years, which many people have attributed to a rising tide of hope.

The idea of going to Nicaragua was first brought up by a friend. He had been there before and described it as a place where people were friendly and welcoming. We decided to take his advice and plan a trip.

The journey began with a flight to Managua, the capital city. We were impressed by the friendliness of the people we encountered during our stay. Despite the challenges they face, many of them showed great hope for the future.

One of the highlights of our trip was a visit to the town of Masaya. We were struck by the beauty of the landscape and the warm welcome we received from the local people. Many of them spoke about the hope they felt for their country's future.

Another memorable experience was our visit to the Sandino Museum. It was a powerful reminder of the struggles that have shaped Nicaragua's history. We learned about the role of the Sandinistas in the revolution and the hopes they had for a better future.

Our trip ended with a visit to the city of Granada. We were impressed by the historical significance of the city and the sense of hope and progress we could see in the people we met.

In conclusion, our trip to Nicaragua was a deeply moving experience. We were struck by the hopeful spirit of the people we met and the sense of possibility that permeated the country. We left with a renewed sense of hope and a desire to return and see the progress that continues to be made.

Letters from the revolution

Better understanding of international politics and the lives of people in North America.

The situation of a distant place such as Nicaragua, the people of Nicaragua have a greater understanding of themselves and their country. We see our country in a new light and feel a closer connection to our fellow human beings.

I've been among people here who have come to America and understand the culture, political system, and the struggles. I feel a closer connection to the people I meet.

Thank you, Mark Swenson, for sharing your trip to Nicaragua. It was a powerful reminder of the importance of understanding and connecting with people from all over the world.

Editor's note: The above letter is a reflection on the author's trip to Nicaragua. It highlights the importance of understanding and connecting with people from diverse backgrounds.

Arts and entertainment

Bob and Ray are still best on radio

By Richard Perok

THE STORY of radio Mark Hildreth was first told in the 1960s. In this show, he creates a character called "Fat Ray." The story that follows is based on this character.

Fat Ray was a radio personality in the 1930s and 1940s. He was known for his humorous and often crude jokes and commentary. Despite this, he was a popular figure among radio listeners.

Bob and Ray: a new show

Bob and Ray: a new show is a radio show that is inspired by the original Fat Ray show. It features two characters, Bob and Ray, who are similar to Fat Ray in many ways. They are both knowledgeable about music and popular culture, and they often make humorous comments.

Beginning the week

Beginning the week for the next four weeks, the real influence of the comedy team Bob and Ray on the radio will be felt once again. The show will air from 6 to 8 p.m. on Sunday, and on KUSK Satudays at 6 p.m.

Roberts and Reynolds

Bert Reynolds is a character in Bob and Ray's show. He is a railroad engineer who speaks in a slow and deliberate manner. He is often mistaken for a bank teller due to his accent and manner of speaking.

Bert Reynolds is also known for his humorous comments and catchphrases. One of his most famous catchphrases is "What's up, Doc?" This phrase has become synonymous with his character and is often used in other contexts.

The show's success

The success of Bob and Ray's show has been attributed to their unique style and the ability to connect with their audience. They have been able to adapt their material to changing times and maintain a loyal following over the years.

In conclusion, Bob and Ray are still best on radio. Their show continues to be a popular fixture on the airwaves and is a testament to the enduring power of radio comedy.

Editors' note: The above letter is a reflection on the popularity of Bob and Ray's show. It highlights the show's enduring appeal and the ability of radio comedy to connect with listeners.
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World news

Poles may suspend martial law July 22

WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Poland’s ban on martial law may come to an end on Friday following a last-minute decision by the Communist government to lift the restrictions on civil rights and freedoms. The move is expected to bring an end to the turbulent period of martial law, which began in January after a student demonstration in the city of Katowice.

The government has decided to end martial law, which has been in force since October 1981, as part of its efforts to restore order and stability in the country. The decision was announced following a meeting between the government and opposition leaders.

The move is seen as a significant step towards a more democratic society in Poland, which has been ruled by the Communist Party for decades. The government has faced criticism for its handling of the martial law period, which many see as a violation of civil liberties.

The restaurants

Sports

Athletes

Women's soccer player and ex-bodybuilder Janice Johnson is listed as a potential pick for the July 24 World Cup. Johnson recently set a new record for the longest time to win a competition, besting her own mark of 10 minutes by just 0.4 seconds.

Wanted:

Assistant Sports Editor

The Daily Iowan's assistant sports editor position will be open in the fall, and applications will be reviewed. Successful applicants will be notified when the position is filled. The assistant sports editor and news editors will be responsible for covering sports events and writing articles on sports topics.

The Daily Iowan

Des Moines Daily

Iowa City Daily

Sports

Cranston

The Cranston Performing Arts Center is hosting an event this weekend to benefit local charities. The center has been closed due to the pandemic, but is now preparing to reopen for the season.

From Home to Stage

Relax and enjoy live music at the Cranston Performing Arts Center. This week's event features a local band playing a variety of genres. Tickets are available for purchase.

The Cranston Performing Arts Center is located at 1100 Main Street in Iowa City. For more information, please visit cranstonarts.org.
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**Psychiatrist: Athletes in legal trouble are ‘brats’**

NEW YORK (UPI) — Athletes who get in trouble with the law become brats, according to the first-time author of a new study on professional sports psychology.

Dr. Joseph Pursch, who has treated many sports stars for drug, alcohol and behavioral problems, says the nature, sophistication and cost of living status can lead to problems.

"I couldn't believe it," said Pursch. "How do you like on that for a pitcher, Kent Faut, after the game. 'They've got a few good sticks, but they've got a great defense.'"

With opening-night losses on first and third bases after a lineout in the top of the ninth, Faut could not be blamed for not keeping an eye on the field. "I'm not sure how many times he's up there," said Pursch, "I'm sure he's on the way up.""I've been a baseball rat, trying the game, 3-4.

**Raw Score M squeezes to win**

By Robert Ryan

Raw Score M played another outstanding defensive game, batting two for three, and beating their record to 1-1 in Division I of the 1984 National College Softball League Monday at the University of Iowa. The score was 2-1, with the Iowa Hawkeyes winning.

"I don't believe it," said Pursch. "How do you like on that for a pitcher, Kent Faut, after the game. 'They've got a few good sticks, but they've got a great defense.'"

Wagner 3,000

LeRoux tried to buy

Rebecca B. Hannum

Wagner 3,000 played another outstanding defensive game, batting two for three, and beating their record to 1-1 in Division I of the 1984 National College Softball League Monday at the University of Iowa. The score was 2-1, with the Iowa Hawkeyes winning.

"I don't believe it," said Pursch. "How do you like on that for a pitcher, Kent Faut, after the game. 'They've got a few good sticks, but they've got a great defense.'"

**Dowtown Red Sox vs. Wagner**

CINCINNATI (UP) — Cincinnati Reds pitcher Larry Binkley struck out five more Wednesday night to push his season total to 128.

"I don't believe it," said Pursch. "How do you like on that for a pitcher, Kent Faut, after the game. 'They've got a few good sticks, but they've got a great defense.'"

When he gets to the conso, it's filled with wall to wall playgirls and it's hard to pick out the prettiest," says psychiatrist Dr. Joseph Pursch. "How they act is according to their different personal structures."

"When he gets to the conso, it's filled with wall to wall playgirls and it's hard to pick out the prettiest," says psychiatrist Dr. Joseph Pursch. "How they act is according to their different personal structures."

**The NFL and its anti-drug program**

A federal appeals court Monday ordered the National Football League to retrain its anti-drug program to be a more effective deterrent to drug use.

"They've got a few good sticks, but they've got a great defense."